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Introduction

In Release 11.1.2.4.700, Oracle Hyperion Financial Reporting has an updated charting engine for an overall improved charting presentation and user experience.

There are inherent differences between the old and new charting product features and functionality that may affect the rendered chart output and behavior. While best efforts have been made to keep the existing charting functionality, chart output may differ.

This document highlights the major differences between the charting engines.
Aside from functionality and rendering differences in specific charting user interface components, the following overall chart rendering differences exist:

- **Default Axis Scaling**—The default vertical axis scaling (without any custom ranges specified) may differ.
- **Axis Tick Marks**—The tick marks that appeared in the vertical and horizontal axes are no longer supported.
- **Default Bar Width**—The default bar width differs between the two charting engines.
- **Legend Spacing**—The spacing of the chart legend element data sets differs between the two charting engines.

Figure 1  Overall Appearance in the Original Charting Engine
Figure 2  Overall Appearance in the Updated Charting Engine
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With the updated charting engine, the display of chart data values and legend labels may render differently from the original charting engine due to automatic sizing. This behavior differs by chart type and is dependent on the chart and font size as well as length of the data point values. In some cases, with chart data point and long legend labels, the chart may need to be resized and/or the font size reduced to achieve proper display. Additionally, for long numeric data point values, scaling may need to be applied to shorten the number length.

**Line Chart Example**

In this example, “Show Point Values” is enabled in the Line Options tab.

![Figure 3 Line Options Tab in the Updated Charting Engine](image)

However, the point values in the chart output overlap with the legend.
Adjusting the number scaling in the grid to thousands reduces the length of the numbers and fits the data point values more tightly in the chart.

Bar Chart Example

In this example, “Show Point Values” is enabled in the Bar Options tab.
However, the point values do not appear in the bar since they are too wide to fit within the bar.

Widening the chart size on the report canvas, changing the grid width to 100, and setting the legend placement to the bottom of the chart fits the long data point values within the chart.
Alternately, adjusting the number scaling in the grid to thousands, placing the legend on the bottom, and changing the grid width to 90 reduces the length of the numbers and fits the data point values more tightly in the chart.

**Figure 9  Point Values Display in the Bars**

![Pie Chart Example]

In this example, “Show Point Values” is set to “Percent”, which shows a percentage data point for each slice of the pie.

**Figure 10  Pie Options Tab in the Updated Charting Engine**

The data points are cut off or not visible for some slices. In addition, the legend text is cut off.
By increasing the size of the chart on the report canvas, the entire legend and all data points are displayed.
The updated charting engine does not support font angles. All font settings for text in the Format Chart dialog box do not include a Font Angle setting.

Figure 13  “Font Angle "Setting in the Original Charting Engine
Figure 14  No "Font Angle" Setting in the Updated Charting Engine
Appearance Tab

The following are the differences in the Appearance tab in the Format Chart dialog box:

- **Grid Depth**—The updated charting engine does not support the 3D appearance for Line, Bar and Combo charts. Pie charts are either 3D or not, there is no grid depth adjustment.

- **Smooth Font Option**—The Smooth Font option is not available in the updated charting engine, since font smoothing is already applied.

- **Chart Border**—The updated charting engine only supports background color.

**Note:** Chart borders are currently not working in the updated charting engine in Release 16.02.
Figure 15  Appearance Tab in the Original Charting Engine

Figure 16  Appearance Tab in the Updated Charting Engine
Grid Depth Differences

Figure 17  Grid Depth in the Original Charting Engine

![Graph showing grid depth differences in the original charting engine.]

Figure 18  Grid Depth in the Updated Charting Engine

![Graph showing grid depth differences in the updated charting engine.]

Legend Tab

The following are the differences in the Legend tab in the Format Chart dialog box:

- The updated charting engine supports four “Place Legend” options: Top, Bottom, Left and Right.
- Middle and Center is always used for placement. For existing charts:
  - “Top” is “top and center”
  - “Bottom” is “bottom and center”
  - “Left” is “left and middle”
  - “Right” is “right and middle”
Figure 19  Legend Tab in the Original Charting Engine

Figure 20  Legend Tab in the Updated Charting Engine
Axes Tab

The updated charting engine only displays the secondary axis for Combo charts.

- Secondary axis data is required for the updated charting engine to display it.
- The original charting engine allowed secondary axis for Bar and Line charts.
In the updated charting engine, in the Element Style tab in the Format Chart dialog box, each item is broken out into its own separate section.

**Themes**

Themes are a new feature that you can define in the Element Style tab in the updated charting engine. The following new data element color themes have been added with preset color selection:

- **Classic**—Legacy Oracle Hyperion Financial Reporting colors
- BI—Colors from Oracle Business Intelligence charts, affects the first 12 elements
- Excel—Default chart colors from Excel, affects the first 25 elements

Themes are used as a starting point for element colors. You can change the colors for specific elements in the chart.

Figure 28  Themes in the Updated Charting Engine

Figure 29  Classic

Figure 30  BI
Bar and Pie Fill

Except for the “Solid” selection, Bar and Pie Fill selections in the updated charting engine differ in rendering in the original charting engine. All gradient types in the original charting engine map to the same gradient display in the updated charting engine. Gradient rendering is subtly visible only with wide bars in a bar chart or large pie regions. Color 2 is not used with gradients in the updated charting engine.

The following screen shots illustrate the Bar and Pie Fill differences between the original charting engine and the updated charting engine from left to right:

- Horizontal
- Vertical
- Forward Slash
- Backward Slash
- Grid Diagonal Grid
- Horizontal Gradient
- Vertical Gradient
- Forward Diagonal Gradient
- Backward Diagonal Gradient

**Figure 33  Bar and Pie Fill in the Original Charting Engine**

**Figure 34  Bar and Pie Fill in the Updated Charting Engine**

**Bar Shape**

Bar shapes (Triangle, Diamond, Cylinder) are not supported in the updated charting engine.
Figure 35  Bar Shape Options in the Original Charting Engine

Figure 36  No Bar Shape Options in the Updated Charting Engine
Bar Options Tab

In the updated charting engine, in the Bar Options tab in the Format Chart dialog box, each item is broken out into its own separate section.

Type = Rows

The option of “Rows” as a “Type” in the Bar Options tab is not supported in the updated charting engine, since it is 3D-specific rendering.
Bar Border Style

The Bar Border Style of “DotDashed” is not available in the updated charting engine.
Figure 40  Bar Options Tab in the Original Charting Engine Showing “DotDashed” as a “Bar Border Style”

Figure 41  Dot Dashed as a Bar Border Style in the Rendered Output in the Original Charting Engine

**Element Style Tab**

Differences in Element Style tab for Line charts in the Format Chart dialog box include:

- Dot Dashed as a Line Style
- Line Marker Styles and Sizing
Dot Dashed as a Line Style

The Line Chart Element Style of “DotDashed” is not available in the updated charting engine.

Figure 42  Element Style Tab in the Original Charting Engine Showing “DotDashed” as a Line Style
Figure 43  Element Style Tab in the Updated Charting Engine Showing That There is No “DotDashed” Line Style

Line Marker Styles and Sizing

Line Marker styles and sizing differ between the original charting engine and the updated charting engine.
Figure 44  Line Marker Styles in the Original Charting Engine

Figure 45  Line Marker Styles in the Updated Charting Engine
Pie Options Tab

The following are differences in the Pie Options tab in the Format Chart dialog box:

- **Pie Angle and Separation**—Rendering differs between the original charting engine and the updated charting engine.

- **Show Slice Value As**—The original charting engine formats and fits all three labels if all are selected. The updated charting engine does not adjust Pie to fit labels; instead, it will crop
labels or not display them if the labels do not fit within the size of the Preview Window or chart output rendering.

- **Position**—In the updated charting engine, “radial” or “exterior” are supported without additional adjustments.
  
  With “radial” positioning, if the label cannot fit within the slice, it will either be placed outside of the slice or not displayed at all.

- **Slice Border Style**—Only “solid” is supported in the updated charting engine.

Figure 48  Pie Options Tab in the Original Charting Engine

Figure 49  Pie Options Tab in the Updated Charting Engine
In the updated charting engine, the Grid Depth in the Appearance tab does not adjust the depth of a Pie chart, it only turns 3D on or off. In addition, separation does not affect one slice as it does in the original charting engine. In the updated charting engine, all slices have a smaller and uniform separation.

Figure 50  Depth and Grid Separation in the Original Charting Engine

Figure 51  Depth and Grid Separation in the Updated Charting Engine